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Classic Margherita

2-4 PEOPLE 

90 minutes

in the box

Non-stick baking tray or pizza
tray. 
Plain Flour
Pizza Cutter 
Cling Film
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Large Bowl
Spoon
Spatula
Salt & Pepper
Basil

Sourdough Pizza Balls (Gluten Free
Option Available)
Buffalo Mozzarella Balls
Plum Tomato
Oregano
(wheat, milk)

What you will need: 

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS
@PLATEAWAY
@THESOUCHEFS

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM

CLICK FOR VIDEO 
TUTORIAL

https://www.plateaway.com/product/shoryu-ganso-ramen-kit-for-2/


Dust a baking tray with flour. Remove
the dough balls from the fridge, take
out of the packaging and place onto
the baking tray. Cover with cling film
and leave rest at room temperature for
90 minutes.

How to Prepare
Open the tin of tomatoes and pour into
a large bowl. Add the sachet of
oregano, extra-virgin olive oil (approx.
2 (4) tablespoons) and season with salt
& pepper to taste. Use your hands ora
potato masher to crush all the
ingredients together until the plum
tomatoes are broken down to make
your authentic-style sauce.

Make the Sauce

Preheat the oven to 220°C. Dust the
worktop with flour and gently remove
one pizza ball from the baking tray with
a spatula without damaging the shape
if possible. Place on top of the flour
and lightly dust again over the top.

Prep the Pizza Ball
Use your fingertips to start flattening
the dough ball very gently, starting
from the centre. Turno- ver and repeat
on the other side.

Create the Base



Once the pizza base is big enough to
fit two hands together, press down
with both hands in the middle of the
ball and slowly turn your hands
outwards stretching the dough into
a thin disc, keeping the edges thicker
for a delicious crust (approx. 1- 1.5cm
tall). Turn the base while stretching
until it’s approx.10 inches in diameter
and the thickness of a £1 coin.

Shape the Base
Use a floured rolling pin to gently roll
the ball into a flat disc, turning the disc
every few rolls until the base is approx.
8 inches in diameter and 1cm thick. To
finish, use your fingertips topress the
dough from the centre to the edge until
the base is approx. 10 inches in
diameter and the thickness of a £1
coin. Keeping the edges thicker for a
delicious crust (1- 1.5cm).

OPTION 2

Dust a non-stick baking/ pizza tray
with flour and gently transfer the
pizza base (TOP TIP- If you don’t
have a non-stick baking/ pizza tray,
use baking paper).

Transfer the Base
Split the tomato sauce between the bases
equally, using a spoon to transfer the mixture
and the back of the spoon to spread the sauce
evenly. Remove the mozzarella ball from pack,
squeeze & drain any access liquid. Loosely tear
the mozzarella and basil leaves, evenly spread
on base. Cook in the oven for 10-12 minutes at
220°C (or to preference). Rotate if needed to
make sure the pizza is cooked evenly.

Get Cookin’



STORAGE

CONSUME BEFORE

GOT A QUESTION?

2-3 days from delivery.
Keep refrigerated. 
Not suitable for freezing.

Transfer all components to the fridge as soon as received. Ensure
all chilled items are cold on arrival; do not eat if warm. 

Email us at info@plateaway.com

Leave to rest for a minute and portion
with a pizza cutter. Buon appetito!

Serve



Italian Meat 

Feast

 



Italian Meat Feast

2 PEOPLE 

90 minutes

in the box

Non-stick baking tray or pizza
tray. 
Plain Flour
Pizza Cutter 
Cling Film
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Large Bowl
Spoon
Spatula
Salt & Pepper

Sourdough Pizza Balls (Gluten Free
Option Available)
Grated Mozzarella
Plum Tomato
Oregano
Pepperoni
Salami
Garlic Chicken
(wheat, milk)

What you will need: 

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS
@PLATEAWAY
@THESOUCHEFS

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM

CLICK FOR VIDEO 
TUTORIAL

https://www.plateaway.com/product/shoryu-ganso-ramen-kit-for-2/


Dust a baking tray with flour. Remove
the dough balls from the fridge, take
out of the packaging and place onto
the baking tray. Cover with cling film
and leave rest at room temperature for
90 minutes.

How to Prepare
Open the tin of tomatoes and pour into
a large bowl. Add the sachet of
oregano, extra-virgin olive oil (approx.
2 (4) tablespoons) and season with salt
& pepper to taste. Use your hands or a
potato masher to crush all the
ingredients together until the plum
tomatoes are broken down to make
your authentic-style sauce.

Make the Sauce

Preheat the oven to 220°C. Dust the
worktop with flour and gently remove
one pizza ball from the baking tray with
a spatula without damaging the shape
if possible. Place on top of the flour
and lightly dust again over the top.

Prep the Pizza Ball
Use your fingertips to start flattening
the dough ball very gently, starting
from the centre. Turno- ver and repeat
on the other side.

Create the Base



Once the pizza base is big enough to
fit two hands together, press down
with both hands in the middle of the
ball and slowly turn your hands
outwards stretching the dough into
a thin disc, keeping the edges thicker
for a delicious crust (approx. 1- 1.5cm
tall). Turn the base while stretching
until it’s approx.10 inches in diameter
and the thickness of a £1 coin.

Shape the Base
Use a floured rolling pin to gently roll
the ball into a flat disc, turning the disc
every few rolls until the base is approx.
8 inches in diameter and 1cm thick. To
finish, use your fingertips topress the
dough from the centre to the edge until
the base is approx. 10 inches in
diameter and the thickness of a £1
coin. Keeping the edges thicker for a
delicious crust (1- 1.5cm).

OPTION 2

Dust a non-stick baking/ pizza tray
with flour and gently transfer the
pizza base (TOP TIP- If you don’t
have a non-stick baking/ pizza tray,
use baking paper).

Transfer the Base
Split the tomato sauce between the bases
equally, using a spoon to transfer the mixture
and the back of the spoon to spread the
sauce evenly. Add the grated mozzarella and
evenly place the pepperoni, garlic chicken &
salami. Cook in the oven for 10-12 minutes at
220°C (or to preference). Rotate if needed to
make sure the pizza is cooked evenly.

Get Cookin’



STORAGE

CONSUME BEFORE

GOT A QUESTION?

2-3 days from delivery.
Keep refrigerated. 
Not suitable for freezing.

Transfer all components to the fridge as soon as received. Ensure
all chilled items are cold on arrival; do not eat if warm. 

Email us at info@plateaway.com

Leave to rest for a minute and portion
with a pizza cutter. Buon appetito!

Serve



Marcello's Veggie

Delight

 

 



Marcello's Veggie Delight

2 PEOPLE 

90 minutes

in the box

Non-stick baking tray or pizza
tray. 
Plain Flour
Pizza Cutter 
Cling Film
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Large Bowl
Spoon
Spatula
Salt & Pepper
Rocket

Sourdough Pizza Balls (Gluten Free
Option Available)
Grated Mozzarella
Plum Tomato
Oregano
Goats Cheese
Caramelised Onions
(wheat, milk)

What you will need: 

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS
@PLATEAWAY
@THESOUCHEFS

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM

CLICK FOR VIDEO 
TUTORIAL

https://www.plateaway.com/product/shoryu-ganso-ramen-kit-for-2/


Dust a baking tray with flour. Remove
the dough balls from the fridge, take
out of the packaging and place onto
the baking tray. Cover with cling film
and leave rest at room temperature for
90 minutes.

How to Prepare
Open the tin of tomatoes and pour into
a large bowl. Add the sachet of
oregano, extra-virgin olive oil (approx.
2 (4) tablespoons) and season with salt
& pepper to taste. Use your hands or a
potato masher to crush all the
ingredients together until the plum
tomatoes are broken down to make
your authentic-style sauce.

Make the Sauce

Preheat the oven to 220°C. Dust the
worktop with flour and gently remove
one pizza ball from the baking tray with
a spatula without damaging the shape
if possible. Place on top of the flour
and lightly dust again over the top.

Prep the Pizza Ball
Use your fingertips to start flattening
the dough ball very gently, starting
from the centre. Turno- ver and repeat
on the other side.

Create the Base



Once the pizza base is big enough to
fit two hands together, press down
with both hands in the middle of the
ball and slowly turn your hands
outwards stretching the dough into
a thin disc, keeping the edges thicker
for a delicious crust (approx. 1- 1.5cm
tall). Turn the base while stretching
until it’s approx.10 inches in diameter
and the thickness of a £1 coin.

Shape the Base
Use a floured rolling pin to gently roll
the ball into a flat disc, turning the disc
every few rolls until the base is approx.
8 inches in diameter and 1cm thick. To
finish, use your fingertips topress the
dough from the centre to the edge until
the base is approx. 10 inches in
diameter and the thickness of a £1
coin. Keeping the edges thicker for a
delicious crust (1- 1.5cm).

OPTION 2

Dust a non-stick baking/ pizza tray
with flour and gently transfer the
pizza base (TOP TIP- If you don’t
have a non-stick baking/ pizza tray,
use baking paper).

Transfer the Base
Split the tomato sauce between the bases
equally, using a spoon to transfer the mixture
and the back of the spoon to spread the sauce
evenly. Add the grated mozzarella, evenly tear
the goat’s cheese and top with caramelised
onions. Cook in the oven for 10-12 minutes at
220°C (or to preference). Rotate if needed to
make sure the pizza is cooked evenly.

Get Cookin’



STORAGE

CONSUME BEFORE

GOT A QUESTION?

2-3 days from delivery.
Keep refrigerated. 
Not suitable for freezing.

Transfer all components to the fridge as soon as received. Ensure
all chilled items are cold on arrival; do not eat if warm. 

Email us at info@plateaway.com

Leave to rest for a minute and garnish
with rocket. Buon appetito!

Serve



Mamma's Sweet & 

Spicy Pizza

 

 



Mamma's Sweet & Spicy Pizza

2 PEOPLE 

90 minutes

in the box

Non-stick baking tray or pizza
tray. 
Plain Flour
Pizza Cutter 
Cling Film
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Large Bowl
Spoon
Spatula
Salt & Pepper

Sourdough Pizza Balls (Gluten Free
Option Available)
Grated Mozzarella
Plum Tomato
Oregano
Pepperoni
'Nduja
Clear Honey
(wheat, milk)

What you will need: 

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS
@PLATEAWAY
@THESOUCHEFS

WWW.PLATEAWAY.COM

CLICK FOR VIDEO 
TUTORIAL

https://www.plateaway.com/product/shoryu-ganso-ramen-kit-for-2/


Dust a baking tray with flour. Remove
the dough balls from the fridge, take
out of the packaging and place onto
the baking tray. Cover with cling film
and leave rest at room temperature for
90 minutes.

How to Prepare
Open the tin of tomatoes and pour into
a large bowl. Add the sachet of
oregano, extra-virgin olive oil (approx.
2 (4) tablespoons) and season with salt
& pepper to taste. Use your hands or a
potato masher to crush all the
ingredients together until the plum
tomatoes are broken down to make
your authentic-style sauce.

Make the Sauce

Preheat the oven to 220°C. Dust the
worktop with flour and gently remove
one pizza ball from the baking tray with
a spatula without damaging the shape
if possible. Place on top of the flour
and lightly dust again over the top.

Prep the Pizza Ball
Use your fingertips to start flattening
the dough ball very gently, starting
from the centre. Turno- ver and repeat
on the other side.

Create the Base



Once the pizza base is big enough to
fit two hands together, press down
with both hands in the middle of the
ball and slowly turn your hands
outwards stretching the dough into
a thin disc, keeping the edges thicker
for a delicious crust (approx. 1- 1.5cm
tall). Turn the base while stretching
until it’s approx.10 inches in diameter
and the thickness of a £1 coin.

Shape the Base
Use a floured rolling pin to gently roll
the ball into a flat disc, turning the disc
every few rolls until the base is approx.
8 inches in diameter and 1cm thick. To
finish, use your fingertips topress the
dough from the centre to the edge until
the base is approx. 10 inches in
diameter and the thickness of a £1
coin. Keeping the edges thicker for a
delicious crust (1- 1.5cm).

OPTION 2

Dust a non-stick baking/ pizza tray
with flour and gently transfer the
pizza base (TOP TIP- If you don’t
have a non-stick baking/ pizza tray,
use baking paper).

Transfer the Base
Split the tomato sauce between the bases
equally, using a spoon to transfer the mixture
and the back of the spoon to spread the sauce
evenly. Add the grated mozzarella, and evenly
place the pepperoni and torn ‘Nduja. Drizzle
with honey. Cook in the oven for 10-12 minutes
at 220°C (or to preference). Rotate if needed to
make sure the pizza is cooked evenly.

Get Cookin’



STORAGE

CONSUME BEFORE

GOT A QUESTION?

2-3 days from delivery.
Keep refrigerated. 
Not suitable for freezing.

Transfer all components to the fridge as soon as received. Ensure
all chilled items are cold on arrival; do not eat if warm. 

Email us at info@plateaway.com

Leave to rest for a minute and garnish
with rocket. Buon appetito!

Serve


